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Abstract
Modulation index estimation is important in the demodulation and recognition of Angle Modulation (AM)
signals which include Frequency Modulation (FM) and Phase Modulation (PM) signals. In this paper, we
firstly analyzed the AM signals with baseband modulation types, such as monotone, PSK, FSK, in the time
and frequency domains. Then, we established a unified mathematical representation for the AM signals.
Finally, we derived a blind estimation algorithm for the modulation index without using any prior knowledge.
Simulation results verified the capabilities of the proposed algorithm.
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1. Introduction
Angle Modulation (AM), a general form of Frequency
Modulation (FM) and Phase Modulation (PM), is an
important nonlinear analogue modulation mode used in
various communication systems. AM signal transmits
information by changing (switching) carrier frequencies or
phases according to the variation of the baseband signal.
The modulation recognition algorithms for the FM and PM
signals can be found in [1-7]. Besides, the modulation
index ranges considered in these literatures are listed in
Table 1.
It can be seen from Table 1 that the current analogue
FM/PM modulation recognition algorithms essentially use
the differences in modulation indices. Once these indices
are effectively estimated, the FM/PM analogue signals can
be identified according to its range in the practical application. As a result, the AM signals can be demodulated
blindly based on the modulation index and modulation type.
Therefore, the blind estimation of the AM index is of great
significance.
As far as we know, there are few researches on the modulation index estimation yet. In this paper, we analyze the
AM signal with baseband signals, such as monotone, FSK,
PSK, in the TF domain, and establish a unified mathematical expression to help propose an AM index estimation
method, which requires no prior knowledge of the signals.
The remainder is arranged as follows: the signal model is
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established in Section 2; in Section 3, the blind estimation
method for the modulation index is derived; the simulation
experiments and conclusions are given in Section 4 and
Section 5, respectively.

2. Signal Model
AM signal is usually expressed as follows [8]:
s  t   Ac cos  wc t    t  

(1)

where Ac is a constant carrier amplitude, wc=2πfc, φ(t) is
the instant phase offset.
For the PM signal, the instant phase offset proportionally
changes with the baseband modulation signal, namely:

 t   k p m t 

(2)

sPM  t   Ac cos  wc t  k p m(t ) 

(3)

Table 1. Modulation index ranges of analogue FM/PM
modulation recognition algorithms in literatures.
literatures

phase modulation
index mp of PM signals

frequency modulation
index mf of FM signals

Ref. [1]

[-π, π]

(1.0, 2.0, 5.0)×2π

Ref. [2]

≤π/2

5.0×2π

Ref. [3-4]
Ref. [5-6]

≤1.5
π/(18, 12, 9)

≥5.0
(1, 5, 10)×2π

Ref. [7]

mp>>mf
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where kp is a constant phase offset, m(t) is the baseband
modulation signal.
For the FM signal, the change rate of the instant phase
offset varies with the baseband signal proportionally,
namely:

  t   2πk f  m   d 
t

(4)

(5)
sFM  t   Ac cos  wc t  2πk f  m   d  


where kf is a constant frequency offset, which is also
named as the frequency sensitivity of a frequency modulator.
t

3. Blind AM Index Estimation Method
In this section, we first analyze the AM signals with
different baseband modulation types in the TF domain.
Then, we establish a unified mathematical expression of
these signals and deduce a blind estimation method for
the AM index.
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PM
：
  f  f0     f  f0   J n  m p  cos  nπ / 2 
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FM：   f  f     f  f   J  m 

0
0
n
f

n 
(10)
where f 0  f c  nf m .
Similarly, FM and PM signals with the baseband signal
m(t) = Vmsin(Ωt) can be expressed in frequency domain
as:


PM：   f  f 0     f  f 0   J n  m p 

n 


FM：   f  f     f  f   J  m  cos  nπ / 2 

0
0
n
f

n 
(11)
It can be seen from (6), (10) and (11) that the FM and
PM signals with monotone baseband are essentially
identical in the TF domain.
For the PSK baseband case, m(t) is represented as:

3.1. The TF Analysis of the AM Signals

m  t   g  t  cos  2πf m t  2π  i  1 / M  , 0  t  Tc

The AM signal with monotone baseband is analyzed in
the TF domain first. Then, the baseband modulation
types, such as PSK, FSK, are also taken into account. At
last, the uniform mathematical expression of the AM
signal is obtained.
For the monotone baseband denoted as m(t)=Vmcos(Ωt)
(Ω＝2πfm), the s(t) can be given by

where g(t) is the response function of the shaping pulse,
i  0, , M  1 , Tc is the time interval of the code chip.
For the FSK baseband case, m(t) is written as:

 Ac cos  wc t  m p cos  t   , PM



s t   
 Ac cos  wc t  m f sin  t   , FM
m p  k p  Vm

m f  k f  Vm / f m

(6)

(7)

where mp and mf are the phase modulation index and the
frequency modulation index respectively [8].
The PM signal can be rewritten in an exponential form
as
jm cos t

sPM  t   Ac  Re  e jwc t  e p
(8)


where Re[x(t)] is the real part of the function x(t),
jm cos t

e p
is the periodic function of Ω. Then, the Fourier
expansion of the PM signal is:
jm sin  t  π / 2 

sPM  t   Ac  Re  e jwc t  e p


(9)
 
j  wc  nt  t  j nπ / 2  
e
 Ac  Re   J n  m p  e

 n 

where Jn(x) is type I Bessel function of x with an order n.
Considering the baseband signal m(t) = Vmcos(Ωt), FM
and PM signals can be expressed in frequency domain as:
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

π

m  t   g  t  cos   nc  i  t 
 Tc


iπ 
 g  t  cos  2πf m t  t  , 0  t  Tc
T
c 


(12)

(13)

where fm = nc/(2Tc) and nc is an integer.
Generally, signals such as PSK and FSK take the
sinusoidal signals as the carrier. The information is
transmitted by varying some of the parameters of the
carrier. It can be drawn from (12), (13) that both the PSK
and FSK basebands are monotones with amplitude function g(t) in a code period Tc. (When the function is a rectangular pulse, g(t)=1). To transmit information, the initial
phase and/or frequency for different code intervals are
different. So, it is representative to analyze the AM signal
with monotone baseband in the TF domain. Accordingly,
the subsequent investigation takes the monotone baseband modulation signal as an example.
To facilitate the analysis process, a unified mathematical expression of AM signals with baseband modulations such as monotone, PSK, FSK, is given as follows:
s  t   Ac cos  wc t  m p g  t  cos  t  1    0  , 0  t  Tc

(14)
where θ0 is the initial phase of the carrier, θ1 is the initial
phase of baseband modulation signal and g(t) can be a
square pulse.
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The monotone baseband modulation FM signal shown in
(5) is considered here as an example. After amplitude
normalization and differentiating, Equation (5) evolves to:
dt

dA
cos  wc t  2πk f


dt

 m   d  
t

 A  wc  2πk f m  t   sin  wc t  2πk f


 m   d  
t

(15)
where A is the amplitude of the normalized Ac, i.e. A=1,
then (15) becomes:
d sFM  t 
dt

  wc  2πk f m  t   sin  wc t  2πk f


 m   d  



  wc  2πk f m  t    exp j  wc t  2πk f




 m   d   π / 2
t

(17)
Generally, wc is not always greater than 2πkfm(t), then
(17) turns into:
 d s t  
H  FM 
 dt 



 wc  2πk f m  t   exp j  wc t  2πk f




 m   d     t 
t

(18)
 π / 2, if wc  2πk f m  t   0
3π/2, if wc  2πk f m  t   0

 t   

(19)

The modulus of (17) is |wc+2πkfm(t)|, and (t) can be
obtained by calculating the argument of (18) and relieving the illegibility. Interested readers can refer to papers
[9,10] for the concrete algorithms.
When the |wc+2πkfm(t)| and (t) are obtained, θ(t) can
be expressed as:

  t  = wc  2πk f m  t   exp   t 
 wc  2πk f m  t 

(20)

To achieve an expression with the modulation index,
we substitute the monotone baseband modulation signal
m(t) = Vmcos(2πfmt) into (20), subtract θ(t) by its mean,
and make a integration. The following expression can be
achieved:
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

 2πk f 

Vm
sin  2πf m 
2πf m

t
0

(21)

 m f  sin  2πf m t 

where mf is obtained by calculating the amplitude deviation of the sinusoidal signal according to (21). Therefore,
the blind estimation of the AM index of FM signal is
accomplished.
Using a similar procedure as described in the above
section, an integral form for the PM case yields:

0 k p m    mean m   d   k pVm  cos  2πf m  0
t

t

 m p  cos  2πf m t   1

t

(16)
It can be seen from (16) that the FM signal changed
into AM-FM signal after differentiation. Hilbert transformation of the differentiation of the FM signal is:
 d s t  
H  FM 
 dt 

775

0 2πk f m    mean m   d 

3.2. Derivation of the Blind Modulation Index
Estimation Method

d sFM  t 

AL.

(22)
where m′(t) is the differentiation of m(t).
Similarly, mp can be obtained by calculating the amplitude deviation of the sinusoidal signal according to
(22). Therefore, the AM index of PM signal is also
achieved.
By now, a blind AM index estimation algorithm is
derived. To be clearer, the main steps of this method are
summarized as follows:
Step1. Judging whether the baseband modulation of
the input AM signal is monotone or not. If not, estimate
the code rate of the signal.
Step2. Normalizing the amplitude of the input signal
and differentiating the normalized signal.
Step3. Executing the Hilbert transformation.
Step4. Calculating the modulus and solving (t) by
removing phase ambiguity.
Step5. Obtaining θ(t) by (20) with the estimated modulus and phase.
Step6. Subtracting the mean of θ(t) and calculating the
subsequent integral.
Step7. If the baseband is monotone, the modulation
index is estimated according to the amplitude deviation
between the adjacent integral values; otherwise, the
modulation index is estimated in each code interval
respectively.
Step8. Averaging previous estimated values to reduce
noise influence on blind estimation of modulation index
as little as possible.

4. Simulations
Experiments are executed to verify the capabilities of the
proposed method. In the experiments, the blind estimation method of the modulation index is realized for the
AM signal with baseband modulations, such as monotone,
PSK, FSK. Conclusions are drawn according to the simulation results.
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4.1. Monotone Baseband Case
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Figure 2. Blindly estimated result of AM index for PM signal
with monotone baseband. (a) Normalized deviation; (b)
Normalized RMSE.
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The AM signal with monotone baseband is generated.
The sampling frequency is 200 MHz, the carrier frequency is 70 MHz, and Vm = 1 V. The following six scenarios are conducted:
1) FM signal with kf = 50 kHz/V, fm = 40 kHz, namely
mf=1.25;
2) FM signal with kf = 50 kHz/V, fm = 30 kHz, namely
mf=5/3;
3) FM signal with kf = 40 kHz/V, fm = 30 kHz, namely
mf=4/3;
4) PM signal with kp = 0.4 rad/V, fm = 40 kHz, namely
mp=0.4;
5) PM signal with kp = 0.8 rad/V, fm = 40 kHz, namely
mp=0.8;
6) PM signal with kp = 0.8 rad/V, fm = 20 kHz, namely
mp=0.8.
Normalized deviation and RMSE (Root-Mean-Square
Error) of blindly estimated AM index with respect to
SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio) is shown in Figures 1 and 2.
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The data length used by the algorithm is 1 M. The
noise is additive white Gaussian noise. Simulation results
are averaged from 100 Monte Carlo runs.
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4.2. PSK, FSK Baseband Cases
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Figure 1. Blindly estimated result of AM index for FM signal with monotone baseband. (a) Normalized deviation; (b)
Normalized RMSE.
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

The AM signal with BPSK baseband is generated. The
sampling frequency is 200 MHz, the carrier frequency is
70 MHz, and Vm = 1 V. The following four simulation
scenarios are conducted:
7) FM signal with kf = 50 kHz/V, fm = 40 kHz, fz = 10
kHz, namely mf = 1.25;
8) FM signal with kf = 50 kHz/V, fm = 30 kHz, fz = 10
kHz, namely mf = 5/3;
9) PM signal with kp = 0.8 rad/V, fm = 40 kHz, fz = 10
kHz, namely mp = 0.8;
10) PM signal with kp = 0.8 rad/V, fm = 30 kHz, fz = 10
kHz, namely mp = 0.8.
Normalized deviation and RMSE of blindly estimated
AM index with respect to SNR is shown in Figure 3. The
mean and the variance of estimated error for the code chip
IJCNS
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Figure 3. Blindly estimated result of AM index with BPSK
baseband. (a) Normalized deviation; (b) Normalized
RMSE.

are 4.9 × 10-5 and 3.1 × 10-9 respectively [11]. The data
length used by the algorithm is 1M. The noise is additive
white Gaussian noise. Simulation results are averaged
from 100 Monte Carlo runs.
The AM signal with 2FSK baseband is generated. The
sampling frequency is 200 MHz, the carrier frequency is
70 MHz, and Vm = 1 V. The following four simulation
scenarios are conducted:
11) FM signal with kf = 50 kHz/V, fm = 40 kHz, fz = 10
kHz, frequency interval 20 kHz, namely mf = 1.25;
12) FM signal with kf = 50 kHz/V, fm = 30 kHz, fz = 10
kHz, frequency interval 20 kHz, namely mf = 5/3;
13) PM signal with kp = 0.8 rad/V, fm = 40kHz, fz = 10
kHz, frequency interval 20 kHz, namely mp = 0.8;
14) PM signal with kp = 0.8 rad/V, fm = 30 kHz, fz = 10
kHz, frequency interval 20 kHz, namely mp = 0.8.
Normalized deviation and RMSE of blindly estimated
AM index with respect to SNR is shown in Figure 4.
The data length used by the algorithm is 1M. The noise
is additive white Gaussian noise. Simulation results are
averaged from 100 Monte Carlo runs.
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.
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Figure 4. Blindly estimated result of AM index with 2FSK
baseband. (a) Normalized deviation; (b) Normalized
RMSE.

4.3. Analysis of Simulation Results
According to the above experimental results, conclusions
can be drawn as:
1) When SNR≥20 dB and the AM signal is modulated
by baseband modulations such as monotone, PSK, FSK,
the normalized deviation and the RMSE of blindly
estimated AM index are smaller than 0.2 and 0.15 respectively. Hence, the algorithm can be used in engineering practice.
2) The normalized deviations and RMSEs of blindly
estimated AM index for FM and PM signals are almost
the same.
3) Referring to the modulation index range shown in
Table 1, high correct identification probabilities can be
expected in the recognition of analogue FM and PM signals
with the assistance of the AM index estimations when
SNR ≥ 15 dB.

5. Conclusions
Based on analyzing of the AM signals in the TF domain,
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this paper establishes a unified mathematical expression
for the signal with baseband modulations of monotone,
PSK, and FSK. Blind AM index estimation algorithm is
further deduced. Moreover, measures to alleviate noise
influence are also presented. Simulation results shows
that the algorithm is effective, and it can be used in the
cases with low SNR. The algorithm can be used in the
blind demodulation and the recognition of AM signal for
the communication situations without cooperation.
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